
Villainy 
 
Mwa ha ha ha ha, we’ve got you now! Given the evil scheme, name the villain responsible 
and, if applicable, the work in which they can be found. 
 

1. The plan: Kill a bunch of superheroes, “save” people from my own evil robot, and then 
use my inventions to make everyone “super.” 

2. The plan: Smuggle a nuclear warhead into Ft. Knox and explode it to throw off the 
international currency market. 

3. The plan: Kidnap a princess, hide her in my castle, build a bunch of other castles, kidnap 
the princess's identical subjects and stick them in castles, too. 

4. The plan: Fake a terrorist attack at a corporate Christmas party in order to steal millions 
of dollars in bearer bonds from the building’s vault. 

5. The plan: Use a heat ray to carve my name across the face of the moon. 

6. The plan: Pour poison into my brother’s ear while he’s napping, then take his job (and 
his wife). 

7. The plan: Trick nineteen people into accepting some jewelry, but keep the twentieth (and 
most important) piece for myself. 

8. The plan: Frame an old friend for my murder by cutting off a digit and drastically altering 
my appearance so that no one will realize I’m actually still alive. 

9. The plan: Break out of captivity and try to take over the world, just like we do every night.  

10. The plan: Provide a little assistance to an apparent murderer carrying the body of his 
victim. Tear a piece off the corpse's coat, figure out that the murderer is an old nemesis 
of mine, and then use that torn piece of fabric to blackmail his wealthy son-in-law. 

11. The plan: Pack a box with a special souvenir, turn myself in after committing a string of 
crimes, promise I’ll confess if cops drive me out to the middle of nowhere, have my box 
delivered to the cops. 

12. The plan: Shoot the unconscious body of a defense attorney in an elevator. Reopen the 
case fifteen years later in attempt to frame the son of the deceased attorney. 



13. The plan: Visit the Temple of Music, hide a gun under a handkerchief, shoot the 
President.  

14. The plan: Kill my dad, give everyone I know (well...almost  everyone, as it turns out) 
amnesia, move to Maine. 

15. The plan: Get a fortune by some unexplained means, build up gambling IOUs from my 
adoptive father’s (soon-to-die) son so that his estate defaults to me, marry my 
(soon-to-die) adoptive sister’s (soon-to-die) sister-in-law and wed my (soon-to-die) son to 
the sister’s daughter to put together a plausible legal argument for taking over the 
sister’s estate, too. 

16. The plan: Get revenge on the lawyer who made me look like a lying jerk by attacking an 
adorable ham. 

17. The plan: Get my father’s enemy to take a love potion from my friend’s sister, then have 
him betray his wife and get her to give up her ring. 

18. The plan: Create a successful business using immigrants as slave laborers, give some 
families a tour of my factory, torture and disfigure most of their children. 

19. The plan: Eliminate deities, time, living things, and especially that remarkably skinny 
fellow with the white horse, all of which would make the world irritatingly untidy if we 
were capable of experiencing emotions like irritation, which we certainly are not. 

20. The plan: Come up with a great idea for a think tank, send children to the dentist, turn 
said children onto the joys of television, try to suppress lagomorph-related childhood 
trauma. 

21. The plan: Mail my annoying acquaintance to the capital of the United Arab Emirates. 

22. The plan: Secretly give the chick I have a crush on lessons to make her better at her 
chosen profession, find creative ways to help her advance in her career, then kidnap 
her, dress her up like the creepy mannequin of her I keep at home, and threaten to kill 
her boyfriend unless she dumps him for me. 

23. The plan: Invade France, instruct the last man on the right to brush the Channel with his 
sleeve, capture Paris. 

24. The plan: Make my creators think they’re human, then kill all the humans. 

25. The plan: Kill my idle playboy friend to steal his life of leisure, then switch back and forth 
between our identities to confuse the investigators until everything blows over and his 
parents give me his inheritance. 



26. The plan: Get out of my military responsibilities by putting two pencils up my nose and 
underpants on my head. 

27. The plan: Put my mother on a boat specially designed to collapse while at sea. 

28. The plan: Blackmail a murderous widow, murder my friend to cover up the blackmail 
scheme, do what little has to be done, frame my friend’s stepson for the murder, 
document silly-looking detective’s certain failure to solve the case. 

29. The plan: Go hunting, shoot a doe. 

30. The plan: Rescue my favorite author, offer some feedback on his latest book, suggest 
idea for a new novel to fix the unacceptable ending of the last one, help him avoid any 
possible distractions from the outside world while he writes. 

31. The plan: Mug an old lady in order to steal a loaf of a particular variety of bread from her 
as a favor for a friend who wants to use the bread to deceive his prospective in-laws.  

32. The plan: Convince my jerk of an ex that I’m sorry I got so mad at him for dumping me, 
have our kids deliver some poison-laced clothes to his new girlfriend, come up with 
another way to make sure my ex is as miserable as possible before fleeing the scene in 
my grandfather’s sweet ride. 

33. The plan: Participate in scientific testing, murder my only friend, refuse to properly 
dispose of testing materials, attack researcher. Later, participate in more scientific 
testing, then attack researcher again , putting researcher into a vegetative state. 

34. The plan: Tell that hottie who lives upstairs a story that technically  doesn’t include any 
lies, help him plan revenge on some old enemies of his, offer a creative solution for body 
disposal, reinvigorate failing restaurant business with a delicious new recipe.  

35. The plan: Kidnap a janitor, shoot him into space, subject him to torture; later, replace the 
janitor with a temp and torture him instead. 

36. The plan: Convince the guards that it’s more convenient to cuff me to the bars rather 
than to the gurney; pick the cuff while my dinner is being laid out with the pen filament 
stolen from my arch-enemy; cuff one guard to the bars and mace the other; kill both, but 
switch clothes with one and disfigure my own face to the point of unrecognizability; throw 
the one dressed like me on top of the elevator and fire a shot to get everyone’s attention; 
fake unconsciousness and get spirited out on an ambulance; kill the driver and steal the 
vehicle. 

37. The plan: Poison the water irrigation in the valley’s farms, buy the land cheap by using 
the names of unwitting nursing-home residents, and push for development of a dam to 
divert the city’s water to the valley and incorporate the territory into the city. 



38. The plan: Instead of dealing with my unresolved daddy issues, try to get back at my 
older brother by stealing his friends' cool glowing toy and using it to conquer and enslave 
the residents of his girlfriend's home. 

39. The plan: Figure out how to violate the laws of thermodynamics, convince a bunch of 
rich people to hide out in the mountains with me, create an economic crisis in order to 
prove that caring about other people is stupid, give a really, really, really  long speech. 

40. The plan: Pay a trio of mercenaries to kidnap and murder my fiancée so I can frame the 
neighboring country for her death. 

41. The plan: Get revenge on the hot girl who rejected me (even though I'm clearly 
awesome) by leading a torch-bearing mob to kill her new boyfriend. 

42. The plan: Get revenge on the hot girl who rejected me (even though I dumped my old 
girlfriend, spent two months being punished, attacked my boss, lost my job, and became 
a criminal for her sake) by stabbing her while people are busy watching her new 
boyfriend. 

43. The plan: Take advantage of civil unrest to position myself as the leader of a noble 
rebellion against an evil head of state, orchestrate a propaganda campaign against the 
existing government starring a popular celebrity, murder a bunch of children in a very 
public fashion and frame the aforementioned head of state for their deaths. 

44. The plan: Allow my wife to have sex with an important politician so that I can blackmail 
him and use the payments to cover up my own embezzlements. 

45. The plan: Do some crafts with old curtain and pillow stuffing, saw down wall hanging, 
play pool with glass bulbs, clean out the cupboard (down to the last crumb), then set up 
trapeze rings to repeat as necessary. Enjoy peace and quiet. 

46. The plan: Leave a trail of clues to frame my cheating husband for my disappearance, 
then make it look like an old boyfriend kidnapped me instead once I decide I want to 
return home. 

47. The plan: Join my boyfriend, his brother, his sister-in-law, and his buddies in robbing a 
series of banks, stores, and gas stations around the central United States, making sure 
to keep close to state lines so that cops from one state can't pursue us into the next. 
Also, try to convince people I don't actually smoke cigars. 

48. The plan: Have my lover forge my husband’s name on an insurance policy that gives 
special status to accidental rail deaths, then kill my husband and have my lover stage his 
death falling from a train. 



49. The plan: Shoot my arch-enemy's friend's daughter in the stomach for no particularly 
good reason, paralyzing her below the waist (and pissing off a lot of feminist readers). 

50. The plan: Hire a couple two-bit thugs to kidnap my wife, then get the wealthy 
father-in-law I hate to to pay a large ransom, of which I’ll give the thugs only a small 
amount. (Surely, nothing can go wrong with that.) 


